ŠTEVNI IN NEŠTEVNI SAMOSTALNIKI
   meat   U   water   U   soup   U
   rice   U   doughnut   C   hamburger   C
   tea   U   cherry   C   milk   U
   lettuce   U   orange   C   bread   U
   salami   U   peas   C   coffee   U
2. Vstavi a, an ali some.
   SOME   honey   A   pear   SOME   salami
   SOME   peas   SOME   pastries   SOME   cocoa
   SOME   yoghurt   AN   egg   A   tomato
   A   carrot   A   potato   SOME   cornflakes
   SOME   lettuce   A   pineapple   AN   apple
3. Povedi dopolni z a / an / some.
   I’m starving. Can I have A sandwich?
   Would you like SOME juice?
   I put SOME cheese and SOME salami in your toast.
   Can I get A glass of water, please? I’m thirsty.
   There are SOME apples in the basket.
   There is AN orange and there is A pear on the table. Take them!
   Ted, can I have SOME milk? There is SOME butter in the fridge.
   SOME apples are waiting for you on the shelf.
   Would you like A piece of cake?
4. Vstavi How much ali How many?
   HOW MUCH milk is there in the fridge?
   HOW MUCH bread have we got?
   HOW MANY bananas should I buy?
   HOW MUCH coffee do you need?
   HOW MUCH water do you drink a day?
   HOW MANY chairs are there in your room?
   HOW MANY friends are coming?
   HOW MUCH cocoa do I make?
   HOW MANY brothers and sister have you got?
5. Povedi dopolni z a slice of, a piece of, a glass of in a cup of.

A SLICE OF, A PIECE OF  bread    A SLICE OF  salami
A GLASS OF         juice    A GLASS OF  water
A GLASS OF         coke     A GLASS OF  milk
A SLICE OF, A PIECE OF cake     A CUP OF  coffee
A PIECE OF         pie      A SLICE OF, A PIECE OF  meat
A SLICE OF, A PIECE OF cheese    A GLASS OF  cocoa
A CUP OF         tea      A GLASS OF  Coca-cola
A CUP OF         hot     A SLICE OF, A PIECE OF  watermelon
chocolate

6. Če je kljukica, napiši pritrdilno poved z there is/are, če pa je križec, pa
nikalno z there isn’t/aren’t in pri tem uporabi še some in any.

✓ cherries  THERE ARE SOME CHERRIES.
✓ ice cream THERE IS SOME ICE CREAM.
✓ bananas  THERE ARE SOME BANANAS.
✓ butter    THERE IS SOME BUTTER.
✓ carrots   THERE ARE SOME CARROTS.
✓ jam       THERE IS SOME JAM.
X lettuce  THERE ISN’T ANY LETTUCE.
X fish      THERE ISN’T ANY FISH.
X potatoes THERE AREN’T ANY POTATOES.
X cucumbers THERE AREN’T ANY CUCUMBERS.
X meat      THERE ISN’T ANY MEAT.
✓ salami    THERE IS SOME SALAMI.
X chicken  THERE ISN’T ANY CHICKEN.
X sausages THERE AREN’T ANY SAUSAGES.
✓ pears     THERE ARE SOME PEARS.
X grapes    THERE AREN’T ANY GRAPES.
✓ cheese   THERE IS SOME CHEESE.
X sandwiches THERE AREN’T ANY SANDWICHES.
✓ honey   THERE IS SOME HONEY.
X yoghurt THERE ISN’T ANY YOGHURT.